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with the local development and
with academics formation, you
will also read about the continuing
education called “Teia” (web)
which develops an important work
in Quilombolaindian communities,
including their culture and human
rights. We are also celebrating
the 40th year of beginning
the psychology course at our
University, preparing ourselves
for the Psychology Jorney in
November2015.
We highlighted between
Don Bosco’s bicentennial
commemorations, the grand
opening-church dedicated to Don
Bosco. As best expressed by Pope
Francis: a church located in a
campus becomes the center of the
university, the institution’s heart,
and from this example emerges
the strength of the university, its
thoughts and teachings.
We would like to thank the
good work accomplished by
Deans Br. Altair Monteiro da
Silva, Br. Gillianno Mazzetto,
Professors Conceição Butera
and LucianePinho de Almeida,
Professor Hemerson Pistori and
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The Salesian
Mission’s heart
beating by continuing
education

Esteemed UCDB academic
community,
It is always with satisfaction
we share the achievements of our
university. Certainly, an important
fact was the commemoration of
Don Bosco’s birth, the Saint and
also educator who inspires our
mission of commitment to the
formation of good Christians,
honest citizens and competent
professionals.
The dynamism in this work
always requires new parameters
and frameworks and also it
encourages us to think and develop
what to teach and how to do it in
order to see the seeds to grow and
the fruits mature.
In this edition of UCDB
newspaper you will see the
preparations for the UCDB
Challenge, in its 8th edition, the
2nd edition of “Saberes em Ação”
(knowledge in action) which
has as main theme “University,
innovation, sustainability
and social commitment”; the
achievements of the group called
“Inovisão” dedicated to the
applied research collaborating

all of salesians and lay people,
which have been dedicating
their times with competence in
managing UCDB. Together, we
form an exceptional team, which
has as compromise to carry on the
project, which isn’t just a project,
a personalproject, but a project
by Mato Grosso Salesian Mission
to the state, Midwest and finally,
Brazil.
Ricardo Carlos, the appointed
new Dean, we wish you a warm
welcome, a shower of blessings
and light in conducting UCDB.
We as well receive the new Deans:
Br. Herivelton Breitenbach, Dean
of Administration and Diácono
JoãoVitor Ortiz, Dean of Pastoral.
We believe with confidence in the
young salesians.
We ask God, Mother Mary
and Don Bosco blessings for the
University to keep its mission
forming professionals engaged on
fighting for a better world. Success
to all!
Pe. José Marinoni
UCDB’s Dean
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event

Opening Conference of Saberes em
Ação will be with sailor Amyr Klink
Innovation, sustainability and social commitment will be the topics discussed in the event
SILVIA TADA

The II Conference of
Teaching, Research and Extension
Knowledge in Action, promoted
by Dom Bosco Catholic University,
happens on October 27th and
28th. The opening lecture will be
with the sailor Amyr Klink, who
has over 30 years of experience
in seas of the world. He will talk
about the main theme of the event:
"University: innovation, sustainability
and social commitment", from 27th, 7
pm in the multi-sports courts of the
Catholic University.
Author of five books (Cemdias
entre Céu e Mar, Parati entre
doispólos, As janelas do Parati, Mar
semfim e LinhaD’Água), 59-year-old
Amyr Klink accumulates experience
of 15 trips to Antarctica and has
traveled alonefor 642 days, and
faced a variety of challenges in his

adventures. He must bring to the
academics and guests of Saberes
em Ação the experience as a sailor
and entrepreneur, with a focus on
environmental sustainability.
The following day, 28th, hundreds
of works on teaching, research and
extension will be presented, showing
to the academic community all
the richness produced by its own
members. Lectures, workshops,
round tables, products and projects
exhibitions and cultural activities
are scheduled, in all three periods
and in all the blocks of the Catholic
University.
The enrollment for participation
in the event as a listener and
in the workshops can be made
from September 21st to October
16th, by the site www.ucdb.br/
saberesemacao. Hundreds of works

Famous for his adventures in the sea, Amyr Klink is going to talk
whith academic community on October 27th

of graduation, post graduation,
scientific initiation, extension
and exhibition of products were

registered, and the complete list of
the accepted people will be available
on the hot site of the event.

Academic of UCDB wins fifth title in Brazilian Judo championship
JAKSON PEREIRA

Layana disputes, this year, national leagues and a selective for Rio de Janeiro

One of the biggest promises of Brazilian Judo, academic
Layana Colman, of the physical
education course from Dom
Bosco Catholic University, won
her fifth title in Brazilian championship, last month, in Bahia.
In this 18-year-old
girl’scurriculum, there is a title
of Brazilian sub-18, 3 of sub-21
and now one of Sub-23. “I am very
happy and relieved to have won this
title. All this is a result of a work that
has been bringing results”, pointed
out the judoka representing UCDB
in major competitions all over the
country and the world.
Constant presence in Brazil in
the base selections and permanent

integrant of the selected sub21, the athlete still has other
commitments for this year. “I’m
preparing myself to represent
well UCDB in the Senior Games,
Brazilian Open games and still
have the selection process for
2016,” he said.
The current winner of the
Youth Olympic Games and bronze
at the World Game sub-18, Layana
points out the support given by the
University to go on racing. “Here
at UCDB I have all the backing of
the teachers and of the sports sector and I feel very happy to be able
to represent well the institution,”
concluded the second semester
academic.
UCDB NEWSPAPER
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UCDB NEWSPAPER: How is the
course at UCDB?
KARINE: The curricular framework is

C
Ferreira

UCDB NEWSPAPER: What are the
differentials of UCDB course?
KARINE: The curricular framework
is composed of 56% of the
integrated disciplines with Pharmacy,
physiotherapy, and nutrition courses,
of which students are trained in
the Human Body lessons (160
h/a in the laboratory), Integrated
Activities (community services),
Biochemistry and Pharmacology,
Public Health Policies, Social and
Epidemiologic Determinants, Course
Conclusion Work (which may be in
the area or with specific focus on
multidisciplinary team). It composes
44% of the curriculum framework
the specific disciplines: history and
introduction to nursing; Semiotics
and semiology; Women's health, child
health, Adult and Elderly Health,
public health, Mental health, basic
and advanced life support, operating
room and Central of Sterile Materials,
Nursing in communicable diseases,
Hospital Management and in Public
Health — with practical classes in the
laboratory and in health care units.
And the laboratories are equipped
with modern materials. The UCDB
maintains agreements and partnerships
that facilitate academic contact with
workplaces and the compulsory
internship programms provided by
law, in the last year of graduation, with
total of 400 h, in the Hospital and
public health area (basic and mediumcomplexity levels)

UCDB NEWSPAPER: Which skills
do the graduations in physical
education from UCDB intend to train
professionals with?
FABIANE MACEDO: The Physical
Education professional graduated at
organized
UCDB is prepared to ethical behaviour
in 10 semesters, with
in their area of knowledge that acts
working hours of 4800
in education, health, sport and
hours and duration of
leisure. We guarantee to students the
theoretical and practical training,
five years. The operation
focused on expression forms of
shift is diurnal, being
human movement, favoring the multi
expected practical and
and interdisciplinary performance,
extracurricular activities in
stimulating collective work, content
the remaining shifts. There
learning, skills, atitudes and human
is also the compulsory
values, the interaction among
internship programm
teaching, research and extension,
provided by law, in the last
among the local reality, job
year of graduation, in the
market and national conjucture,
Hospital and Public Health
the incentive for production and
área, adding 400 extra hours.
knowledge socialization, the
effective contribution on the
UCDB NEWSPAPER:
improvement of the human
How is the job market for
being quality of life and
graduates in Nursing? What
encouraging the complementary
are the most promising
activities. It helps the student
operation areas of jobs?
to develop the skills and
KARINE: Nurses correspond
competencies of ethical and
to 60% of healthcare workers,
moral posture meeting the
and 81% of them work in the
performance context, the
private sector. There is a great
ability of socialization, the
demand for this professional,
ability to obtain personal
whereas Brazil has 0.9 nurses for
and professional space, the
each 1,000 inhabitants, while the
competence for listening,
recommendation of World Health
the scientific domain, the
Organization is one nurse for each
production of academic
500 inhabitants. Another tendency
and scientific texts, the
passes over from the fact that
searching for continuous
Brazilians more than 60 years old
training, and the capacity
represent 10% of the population.
to analyse and to suggest
This demographic change and
solutions to situations
the technological advancement of
raised in the daily
medicine are creating a number of
professional work.
new functions in several sectors of
the economy, especially in health area.
UCDB
It thereby promotes opportunities in
NEWSPAPER: What
home care field opening a range of
are the differentials
options in this área. To those nurses
of the two courses
who devite to promote, to keep and to
at UCDB?
restore the health of people, working
FABIANE: The
in partnership with other professional
structure of the
– doctors, nutritionists, pharmacists,
course, curriculum
physiotherapists, psychologists etc, there
framework, faculty,
will be planty of oportunities for job and
internship sites,
work. This professional is essential in
extension and
hospitals, as well as in clinics and health
units. The licensee may also conduct
theorical and practical classes in vocational
training that train nursing auxiliary and
technicians.

Karine

UCDB NEWSPAPER: Which skills
does the graduation in Nursing at
UCDB intend to train professional
with?
KARINE COSTA: The graduation
in nursing at UCDB intends to train a
professional to act with philosophical,
ethic, scientific, technical, social and
political competences, which develops
a generalistc activity in promotion,
prevention, recovery and rehabilitation
of health at all stages of the life cycle.
Throughout his training, the academic
will have the opportunity to develop
skills and competences, such as: health
care; decision-making; communication;
leadership and management. The
nurse should also have, technical
and scientific, ethical and political,
social educational competences,
contextualized.

P hy s i c a l E d u c a t i o n

*Coordinator of nursing at UCDB. Graduated in Nursing
and Social Work; postgraduated in Education; professional
in the area of Health and master in Local Development by
Catholic University.

research projects – it is thought
to approximate the future
professional to reality of acting,
knowing and reflecting about the
ethnic, cultural, political, social,
educational and health diversities,
resulting in the development
of education, effective and
efficient research and extension
of students and teachers.
Therefore, we count on Biology,
Anatomy, Physical and nutritional
evaluation, Kinesiology and
Biomechanics labs and with the
sports complex "Gym-School"
that contains heated pool, large
room of weight training, fitness
center room,artistic and rhythmic
gymnastics room , athletics track
and four covered sports courts.
UCDB NEWSPAPER: How are
the courses at UCDB?
KARINE: We think of a
flexible and procedural training
in distribution of disciplines
and traineeships, that are
developed from the fourth
tothe eighth semesters; and,
in the development of the
final paper, we enable the
approach with the community
in the compulsory stages, like
Scholarship Institutional Program
for Begginers Teachers -PIBID
and in extension projects: Gym
School, Active Child, Physical
Evaluation Lab-LAF, New Life
and Walking with Health. And,
looking for the best quality
training and opportunities for
students that present greater
difficulties learning, we count on
the support of the Educational
Support Center –NAP to guide
our actions. So, we believe that
our students will be prepared
to act in different alternatives
without needing to score school
or academy, health and education,
sport or leisure, they will be ready
for holistic acting that dialogue
education, health, sports and
leisure in favour of the greater
good, which is the quality of life
of the human person in different
contexts.

Fabiane de Oliveira Macedo is the
coordinator of Physical Education
courses – licensure and bachelor degree
– at Dom Bosco Catholic University. She
is specialist in Human Motricity (UFMS)
and she has a master’s degree in Human
Movement Sciences (Udesc).

selection process

UCDB Challenge offers opportunity
to earn scholarships
Students, trade and industries workers and police officers
can take part in the test on October 3rd and 4th
MARIANA OSTEMBERG

The 8th edition of the UCDB
challenge, a project performed
annually by the Agency of the
future Academic (AFA), the
Dom Bosco Catholic University
offers four categories this year,
such as: UCDB Challenge
Schools, destined for students
from the last year of high
school and preapratory courses;
UCDB Challenge – Fiems, for
workers associated with the Industry
Federation of Mato Grosso do

Sul; UCDB Challenge– ACICG,
turned to capital traders linked to the
Comercial and Industrial Association
of Campo Grande; and UCDB
Challenge– PM, in which police
officers who are not graduated can
take part of it. The enrolments can
be done till September 25th, and it
costs R$ 15.00. The School category
has the goal of contemplating
with scholarships last year high
school students and preparatory
courses. The test will be held in

partner shcools on October 3rd,
2015, it starts at 8:00 and will last
for 4 hours. The enrolments can
be done by the site www.ucdb.
br/desafioucdb.A full scholarship
will be offered to each school that
obtains the number of 50 to 100
participants – these ones will form
a pole.Two scholarships will be
offered to the schools that have
more than 101 participantsone full
and the other of 50%. Students
from the third grade from high

school, or preparatory course with
number of registers less than 50
participants, they will take a testat
UCDB Pole and will compete for
three scholarships of 100%, 70%
and 50%.
The ACICG category is destined
to employees and members of
the affiliated companies who have
completed high school and who
are not studying or attending higher
education. The test will be held at
Tamandaré UCDB on October 4th,
starting at 8:00 with the duration of
4 hours. The interested applicants
should perform their enrolment 2 on
the website www.ucdb.br/desafioucdb
typing the CNPJ of the affiliated
company to ACICG. For 50 to 100
registered applicants a full and a 50%
scholarship will be offered. For more
than 100 applicants, scholarship of
100%, 80% and 60%will be offered.
For less than 50 applicants, the
UCDB reserves its own rights of
not contemplating candidates with
scholarships.
The recommendations for the
ACICG category also apply for the
challenge UCDB-Fiems, which is
destined for the employees who are
properly registered in companies
associated to a Syndicate linked to
Fiems, and for the category PM/MS,
destined to police officers.
The test results will be announced
on October 16th at UCDB Web site.
More information can be obtained at
www.ucdb.br/desafioucdb or by the
number (67) 3312-3300.

These are UCDB winners, 2014,
during de Award Ceremony
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celebration

Events celebrate Dom Bosco bicentenary
UCDB promoted in August, actions to honor the patron of the institution, bringing together the academic community
SILVIA TADA

With emotion and dedication,
the community of Dom Bosco
Catholic University celebrated
the bicentennial of St. John Bosco birth during August. There
were four big events promoted
by UCDB, with participation of
academics, teachers, partners and
religious who honored the Father
and Master of Youth.
Thus, the granting of the title
of Doctor Honoris Causa happened

6
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to the teachers Antonio Brand and
Mariluce Bittar, both in memoriam,
and to Salesians Pr. Adalbert Heide,
Pr. Bartolomeo Giaccaria and Pr.
Gonçalo Alberto Ochoa Camargo,
on 12th. In this occasion, Brand was
represented by his daughter, Luciana Brand, and Mariluce, by his son
André Bittar.
The ceremony of Dedication to
Dom Bosco Church built ath the
campus, happened in the mass chai-

red by the Archbishop of Campo
Grande, Dom Dimas Lara Barbosa,
on 25th. The place was crowded,
and the UCDB Dean, Pr. José Marinoni, highlighted the importance of
the new Church: “Here is the heart
of UCDB”.
The show “Don Bosco: a voice
for us” was presented by groups of
culture and art, at the Don Bosco theater, on 30th, attended by a
hundred artists of the theatre groups

Sentaque o Leão é Manso, Ararazul dance, Aves Pantaneiras music,
UCDB choir and Strings Group.
Another activity, the exhibition
Nossacidade, Nosso Mestre, a
tribute to the anniversary of Campo
Grande and the bicentenary of Dom
Bosco birth, was held from August
11th to 31st, at Pr. Félix Zavattaro
library.

UCDB has new Rectory
in October
Pr. Ricardo Carlos will be the new UCDB Dean;
Pr. Marinoni takes over the position in Brasília
SILVIA TADA / EDYELK DOS SANTOS

To continue the growth
of Dom Bosco Catholic
University and improve the
indicators of quality of
the Stricto Sensu graduate
programs (masters and Phds)
some of the challenges
of Pr. Ricardo Carlos,
nominated UCDB Dean,
replacing Pr. José Marinoni.
The leadership change of the
best private University of Mato
Grosso do Sul happens in
October.
There will be changes,
too, in the administration of
the Rectory, with the arrival
of Br. Jacky Breitenbach,
replacing Br. Altair Monteiro
da Silva, and in Pastoral Pro
rectory, which will be under
the command of Deacon João
Victor Ortiz. Br. Gillianno
Mazzetto, consecutively, has
assumed the new created
Pro Rectory of Institutional
Development.
In the beggining this
month, Pr. Ricardo was
officially presented to the
press and highlighted their
projects: “there are several
indicators, but one of
them, in special, we want to
increase in the next years:a
qualification of Master and
PhD degrees. Currently, our
programs have concepts of 5
and 6, representing national
excellence. We want to achieve
the concepts 6 and 7, which
is of international excellence.
For this, we are committed
to doing a job. We are an

institution that goes to the
same direction. I believe that
society needs to know that
we’re leaving what was already
being done", said the new
Dean.
Chancellor of the University
and President of the Salesian
Mission of Mato Grosso, Pe.
Ishtar Mendes dos Santos,
commented on the changes at
the University: “it was necessary
to choose a man who knew how
to give continuity to the work,
developed for over 20 years
by the Pr. José Marinoni. Here
we would like to renew our
commitment to society, politics,
culture, communication, with
people from Campo Grande.
We want to be an example for
our city and for Brazil, since
we care about the professional
qualification in the future”said
Gildásio.
Pr. Marinoni commented
about the worked years at the
institution. “I would like to
say that it’s not the University
Dean; our job is to coordinate,
monitor and see if what was
established is being put into
practice. Here, we use a tool
called navigation chart, which
brings goals and projects
for the next years. So, what
we see now is that will be
held as a work of continuity.
The institution remains,
but we will pass on, so we
should have this care for the
projects and researches that
are developed in here”, said
Marinoni.

institutional
Pr. Ricardo Carlos
New UCDB Dean

He was born in São Bernardo do Campo (SP), on February
6th, 1974. He started his religious life at the Salesian House
in Araçatuba, when he was 14 years old. He was graduated in
Philosophy by UCDB, in Theology by Theological Institute Pio
XI and was ordered priest in Piacatu (SP), on December 8th,
2001.
He was coordinator of the studies of pre and post novice in
the Social Work Paulo VI, in 2002. In the following years, he
alternated between the functions of director and econome of
the Salesian community São JoãoBosco (Dom BoscoSalesian
School), in Campo Grande. Between 2012 and 2015, he
especialized in Bible studies in Jerusalém.
On August 25th, 2015, his name was announced by the
President of the Salesian Mission of Mato Grosso, Pr. Gildásio
Mendes dos Santos, as a new UCDB Dean.

Br. Herivelton Breitenbach
New Pro-rector of administration
Br. Herivelton Breitenbach New Pro-rector of Natural
Administration of Palotina (PR), Br. HeriveltonBreitenbach
is graduated in Philosophy by UCDB, and is specialized
in Business Management by Salesian Catholic University
CenterAuxilium in LIns (SP) and Master in Administration
by the Methodist University in Piracicaba (SP)
In Lins, since 2008, he was general director of the Unit
II of LinsUnisalesiano, and in 2010, he took over the
Administration Pro Rectory and Community Action at the
same institution.
In 2014, he was named Unisalesiano Dean. In January 2015,
he once more took over the Administration Pro Rectory
and accumulated the functions of Vice Rector and general
director of Lins.

Deacon João Vitor Ortiz
New Pastoral Pro-Rector
From Iacanga (SP), JoãoVitor Ortiz is 27 years old. He
started his religious life in Lins (SP) and performed his first
job in Indápolis, in 2008. He is gratuated in Philosophy by
UCDB and in Theology, by Pio XI (SP). He was the Pastoral
coordinator in São Vicente Institute and, till he was named
for the Pastoral Pro Rectory at UCDB, he was coordinator
of the Pre novice in Indápolis.
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continuing education
Teia Project aims the appreciation of black culture
In the Quilombolas communities activities with children, teenagers and adults are developed
GABRIEL BITTAR

What will be the legacy of
the contemporary era in relation
to popular awareness about the
education and rights of African
culture in Brazil? To ensure
that problems like this don’t be
suppressed by the individualistic
spirit that has been increasingly
taking society is that the Teia
extension project, from Dom
Bosco Catholic University,
coordinated by Professor Ma.Victor
Hugo de Oliveira Marques and by
Professor Ma. Angela Cristina do
Rego Catônio, scrambled for black
rights, guarantee the preservation
of African language and culture
in quilombolas communities like
Tia Eva and Furnas do Dionísio.
Currently, the project has a total
of 11 extentionist academics, two
scholarship holders from areas of
Philosophy, languages and History.
The project has three front lines,
respectively called “Teia Journal”
(old São Benedito Newspaper),
“Group Works” (that performs
research and studies about the
quilombola communities and Latin
American thought) and “Black
rights”, which creates a link with
advices and communities in search
of black people rights. “The
Teia project is a search for the
guarantee of rights, which occurs in
several ways. In practice, attending
councils, and performing the Teia
Newspaper and workshops that
help communities to develop”, said
Coordinator Ma. Victor Hugo.
About the projects developed
inside the Quilombola communities
and about the Teia Newspaper,
for example, Coordinator Ma.
Angela Cristina doRegoCatonio
pronounced: “in Tia Eva
community, there were several

8
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testimonials from teachers who
entered the Teia Newspaper in their
classes. The community likes to
read the newspaper, because most
of the topics reportedis requested
by themselves. It’s a newspaper for
them”.
Teacher Coordinator
Ma.Victor Hugo added: “the
visits are opportunities to find
the quilombolas realities, so that
we can better work with them.
It is to know the communities
in practice, performing the real
goal of this extension project,
which is helping them in waht is
possible, always looking for ways to
preserve the culture, language and
ensure the rights of quilombola
communities”.
One of the extension project
volunteers, academic André Luiz
do Prado Alves Jr., who is in the
2nd semester of the Philosophy
course, commented on the main
work that they developed in the
project and the importance of
the Teia in the lives of academics.
“The project is a search for culture
and to ensure the rights of these
communities, and we who are
extensionists, worked hard in
the branches of this project. We
form groups of texts, produce the
university newsletter and we go to
these communities, twice or three
times a month and we performed
gymkhanas.With these activities,
we have become acquainted with
them. All of this has contributed
a lot to me, in a personal and
collective context. The scientific
and historical researches we do
also have helped me understand
better the reality of the quilombola
communities”, he said.

Integrating
guarantees good
results in the
projects
developed by
academics,
professors and
outreachers

research
The meeting of
academics who
develop the
program

Academics develop a system to an
automatic counting of fingerlings
based in computing vision
In a partnership with “Pacu Project”, instruments are being studied for work optimizing
EDYELK DOS SANTOS

The Research Group
Inovisão, composed by
academics from Catholic
University Dom Bosco
(UCDB) has as main goal the
development of MatoGrosso
do Sul State. Coordinated
by the Dr. Professor
HemersonPistori, from Doctorate
Degree in Environmental Science
and Sustainability of agricultural
activities and also leader of the
researching group which develops
a system to an automatically
counting of fingerlings based in
computing vision.
To make this possible, a
partnership with Pacu Project
was signed and with Instituto
Federal de MatoGrosso do Sul
(IFMS), they are also counting on
the help of teachers Dr. Marco
Hiroshi Naka, from Mastering
in Biotechnology and from

Masters Vanir Garcia, Doctorate
in the program of Environmental
Science and Sustainability of
agricultural activities, responsible
for carrying out the experimental
part of this work, which involves
the capturing of fingerlings,
capturing and image processing
and the development of a vision
system for counting fish.
“We’ve started the activity
to find that, in the company, the
fingerlings were counted manually
by about eight employees and it
used to delay the work generating
workforce. But, with this
equipment we’ve been developing,
the employee will no longer need
to perform this step, because
our goal is that this count can be
done much more quickly by image
analysis”, explained Hemerson.
The main objective of the
computer vision is the digital

image that can be obtained by
an infinity variety of sensors
and equipment, from the
very common digital cameras,
camcorders, smart phones,
webcams and security cameras and
even the most detailed equipments
as microscopes, telescopes,
satellites, CT scanners and
ultrasound machines and MRI.
According to professor
Hemerson, the idea for creating
this equipment came from the
necessity of the University to
be seen asan environmental
researching, in which academics
could have an opportunity to
contribute well to society.
“Not everyone knows, but
the University has part of applied
research production, in which
it helps the development of a
region. This is done by creating
new devices, which stimulate

the student to learn and want
to create a real project, opening
new horizons even while in the
University”, said the professor.
Another factor that triggered
their creation was the interest
in developing equipment with
domestic technology, since
there is a large fish production
potential in Brazil, which points
to growing producers and the
need to implement automated fish
counting systems.
For the director of the Pacu
Company, Simon LuizBrum,
the partnership with UCDB is
a gain for the company and for
students. "I am delighted to have
this partnership because it is a very
valuable help we received from
the students and teachers involved
in this work. Furthermore, I
realize that it is a very big gain
for students, because even at
the University they have the
opportunity to put into practice
what is studied in class, so for us it
is very satisfying to be part of it"
said Simão.
“Experiments will be
performed with different digital
camera models and structures
for transportation of fingerlings
through a pipe through water will
be pumped from the storage tanks.
“An image database for training
and testing of the system will
be created and will be identified
invariant characteristics to be
sought in the images to allow the
completion of the count”, detailed
Hemerson.
UCDB NEWSPAPER
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What are your
weaknesses?
During a job interview it is
very common that recruiters
gather the candidate information,
asking things about the routine
and also development. One of the
most complicated questions to the
candidates answer is the critical:
What are your weaknesses?
At that time, the candidate
is nervous, bewildered and it
is common to answer: “I am
anxious” and “perfectionist” or,
“so suddenly, I cannot answer.”
These answers do not imply that

the candidate is blind to their
limitations, but it demonstrates
lack of knowledge about
themselves.
Generally candidates give vague
answers or common ones for
not being prepared to participate
in an interview, even though
some questions recur, and when
they are exposed to them, they
fail to provide a complete and
satisfactory answer.
Experts suggest that, before
attending an interview for work,

one needs self-reflection, collecting
feedback from previous bosses
and colleagues. After all,the answer
does not point only things to be
developed, but also what their
level of self-knowledge is.
It is important to speak openly
and clearly about weaknesses and
limitations related to the opportunity
that is running since, at some point,
this will come to light during the
work, and everything can come
down onto you.
Just talking and describing
weaknesses is not enough for
recruiters; it is important to reveal
what actions are being taken to
overcome them, and evolution
since learning of this limitation
and how you made to improve and
overcome such failure.
When we talk about
weaknesses, these can be either

behavioral context as coach. The
interest in performing actions to
remedy the difficulties identified
draws attention of recruiters, as it
demonstrates interest to improve.
“The progress is impossible
without changing. Those who
cannot change their minds, cannot
change anything”
Ana Carolina Perroni Lima
Morais

Progress is impossible without
change, and those who cannot
change their minds cannot change
anything
George Bernard Shaw

“Dom Bosco and family”
How to keep a family together, according to Don Bosco?
Basic Optical: “Being loved is not enough, it is necessary to know you are loved”
1 – Your family is valuable: when there is respect, the family
grows, advances. Each member knows (or feels) you are interested
in him or her just because of the love you feel.
2 – Trust in your family: Even though the most difficult people,
they bring generosity and kindness deep inside their hearts. So, it is
up to you search and find what is stored in their hearts. Listen to and
believe on your family members.
3 – Love and respect your family: Don Bosco said: “If
you want to be loved by somebody, love themin advance”. Show them clearly that you are at their side. Look
into their eyes. Nobody is the master of anyone. You like
your family just because you enjoy seeing each of them
growing as people.
4 – Always compliment your family whenever you can
(and they deserve it): Be sincere! Who doesn’t like praise?
All of us like it. Your parents and your brothers need to
be stimulated to keep going in the right way. It costs
little of us but it is much valuable for our parents and brothers – when they deserve it.
5 – Understand your family: The world
is complicated, rude and competitive. It
changes every day. Try to understand it and
put yourself in your parents and brothers
shoes. Try to understand why they are acting in this or that way. Who knows if they
are desperate, lost, needing yourself or just
a care from you?
6 – Be happy with your family: We all
are attracted to a beautiful smile. Happiness and a good humor are as attractive
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as honey. You are going to face that everything becomes easy,
pleasant and fun when we are really together.
7 – Get close to your family: A friendly approximation is
always the ideal. Avoid greater evils, because you give the opportunity to advise on time, preventing before repairing. Live
with your family and get to know each of them deeply. Find
out “where” everyone is, and “who they are with”, “how they
are” and also participate in a solidarity way.”
8 – Be consistent with your family. We don’t have the right to require from others actions we don’t have. Who is not
serious cannot demand seriously. And so on. Sometimes we
are strict and rude to hide our own weakness and lack of arguments. Our parents and brothers can see all this very well,
perhaps because they know us better than we know them.
9 – Preventing is better than punishing or remedying.
Don Bosco, who was an exceptional educator, knew that
“the strength corrects the defect, but not the addicted”.
In his thoughts and practice – The preventive education
permits a new happiness and a new sense of living. The
punishment hurts, the pain and bitterness remain and separating parents and children. Especially when it is given
at the wrong time, in a discussion, for example ...Think
twice, three times, SEVEN TIMES! Do not let emotion
or anger speak. Ever!
10 – Pray with your family. At first it may seem “strange”.
But religion must be fed. Who loves and respects God will
love and respect his neighbor. Who is a good Christian, certainly will be a good citizen.
Extracted grants “Você e seu filho”, based on Don
Bosco’s preventive method

graduation

The UCDB Course in
Psychology reaches the
age of 40 with activities
Graduation is linked to the continuing education and
researching and guarantees more complete
training for academics
EDYELK DOS SANTOS

Created to deal with the
demands of human values when
UCDB was FaculdadesUnidas
Católicas de Mato Grosso
(Fucmt) yet, the course
in Psychology at Catholic
University Dom Bosco (UCDB)
reaches 40 years of operation.
The graduation aims not only
working with disciplines in the
classroom, but also develops
projects and continuing education
programs, and also researches.
According to the course
coordinator, Renan da Cunha
Soares Junior, the course was
created on August 18th, 1975.
“One year after its creation the
course changed from licentiate
to bachelor. Nowadays, we can
say that 60% of the labor market
professionals were graduated at

UCDB”, said Renan.
At first, the course had as
main goal the clinical psychology,
educational and organizational,
but nowadays it is worked in
an up-to-dated way related to
the health and psychological
assessment process.
“In the course we’ve got many
valuing stories, that’s why we give
importance for the researching,
because it is part of our history
and it will remain remembered
from all your years of studies. It
is very important by the fact that
the trained professional always
back for specializing and in
addition we’ve got students that
participate in exchanges” said the
teacher.
Aldenor Batista da Silva
Junior, 22 years old, 9th semester
in Psychology, back from an
exchange program in “Pontífica

Universidad Católica de Chile”,
where he stayed for five months,
contemplated by a scholarship
“Ibero-Americana” from
Santander Bank. "The exchange
extends our vision about human
and cultural diversity and it is
fundamental to the psychologists
work. I also had already had
contact with another language
and interaction with students
and professionalsof psychology
area in another country, which
contributed significantly for my
learning. The personal enrichment
that is gained to getting out of
our comfort zone and learning
to manage our lives in all aspects
is very rewarding; this is an
experience I recommend to all
future psychologists. I believe the
university should encourage more
this culture exchange, aimed at
the exchange of experiences", he
said.
Academic Kathielly Simões
Albres Abadie, 22 years old,
6th semester in Psychology, is
part of “PIBIC”, a researching
project called “Relações
Humanas Contemporâneas:
a sociabilidade virtual”,
oriented by Professor Eduardo
Cavalheiro Pelliccioli, linked
to the Researching Project:
“Análise de ações das práticas
de cuidado e atenção à saúde na

sua intersecção com as políticas
públicas”.
“For me, the scientific
researching has been contributing
to a new mentality formation
by means of the techniques and
method learning that assist in
an analytical mind formation.
It helps to develop solutions of
capacity proposition and analysis
results, optimizing and deepening
the studies in specific areas of
knowledge”.
In addition to expanding
intellectual horizons, the scientific
research contributes to the
enrichment of critical thinking.
Thus, it becomes easier and
enjoyable the learning research,
generating positive consequences,
for example, acting in a more
proactive way into the labor
market, encouraging them to
continue their studies through
master's and doctorate, as well as
encouraging the development of
new projects”.
For celebrating the course
anniversary, from November
3rd to 7th will happen the
Psychology journey. The event
will bring main topics to be
discussed: Social Psychology
(poverty), Psychologist’s
Performance front issues related
to sexuality, Forensic Psychology
(Performance in prison system)
Clinical Approaches in Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy and Clinical
Approaches in psychoanalysis,
workshops about art therapy,
neuropsychology, traffic psychology
are being scheduled, among others.
The organization is being held
by Psychology’s coordination,
Academic Psycology Center,
UCDB’s Liga Acadêmica de
Psicanálise and Atlética Acadêmica
de Psicologia. The event will
have the support of the Regional
Psychology Council of MS.
For more information: (67)
3312 to 3456.
UCDB NEWSPAPER
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salesian santity

HENRIQUE SAIZ APARICIO
and his 62 PARTNERS
During the Spanish
Civil War, from 1936
to 1939, a wide range
of priests, religious,
Christian laypeople were
killed. The martyred
Salesian family members

ZEFERINO NAMUNCURÁ
1886 - 1905
Zeferino Namuncurá
was born in Chimpay,
Rio Negro Province,
Argentina, on August
26th, 1886 and he was
baptized two years later
by the Apostle of the
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are in total 95. Seville and
Madrid group are a total
sum of 63 martyrs.
Fr. Henrique
SaizAparicio was a brave
principal of Salesian
Aspirant in Carabanchel
(on the periphery of that
area - Madrid). When the
militiamen broke out at
the institute, he promptly
said: “If you want blood,
here I am. But do not
any harm to my children.
“The young people were
released, while Fr. Saiz
and eight Salesianswere
arrested and then killed.
Shortly before he died,
he revealed to a friend:
“What’s better than dying
for the glory of God?”.
He offered his life in
exchange for the lives of
young people who had
been entrusted to him by

Providence and even his
last breath was for them.
MADRID
10 Priests: Henrique
Saiz Aparicio, Salvador
Fernández, Sabino
Hernández, Felix
González, Germano
Martín, José Villanova,
Miguel Lasaga, André
Jiménez, André Gómez,
Pio Conde;
14 Cleric: Carmelo
Pérez, Estêvão Cobo,
Teódulo González,
Manuel Martín, Virgílio
Edreira, Justo Juanes,
Pedro Artolozaga,
Francisco Edreira,
Manuel Borrajo,
Vitoriano Fernández,
Pasqual de Castro,
João Larragueta, Luís
Martínez, Florêncio
Rodríguez;
14 Coadjutor: Mateus

Garolera, Dionísio
Ullívarri, Nicolau
de La Torre, Paulo
Gracia,Valentim Gil, João
Codera, João M. Celaya,
Francisco José Martín,
Emílio Arce, Raimundo
Eirín, Anastácio Garzón,
Estêvão Vásquez,
Heliodoro Ramos,
Antônio Cid
3 Aspirant: Frederico
Cobo, Higino de Mata
Diez, Tomás Gil;
1 Laypeople: João de
Mata Diez.
SEVILLE
12 Priests: Antônio
Torrero, Antônio
Mohedano, Manuel
Gómez, Miguel Molina,
Henrique Canut, Félix
Paco, Francisco Míguez,
Antônio Pancorbo,
Manuel Fernández,
Paulo Caballero, Antônio

Fernández, José Limón;
2 Cleric: Honório
Hernández, João Luís
Hernández;
4 Coadjutor: Estêvão
García, Rafael Rodrígues,
José Blanco, Tomás
Alonso Sanjuán;
3 Cooperator: Teresa
Cejudo, Bartolomeu
Blanco, Antônio
Rodríguez.
Benedict XVI have
issued the decree on the
martyrdom on June 26th,
2006 and beatified them
on October 28th, 2007.

Indigenous people, the
Salesian Missionary
Father Domingo
Milanesio.
He was the son of
the famous Araucan
Chief (Cacique in
South America),
Manuel Namuncurá
(after he would receive
the title of Colonel
by the Argentinean
government) and he
was called the “King
of the Pampa” by the
indigenous peoples.
The initially name was
Morales, but his changed
it to “Ceferino.” When
the boy was 11, Manuel
decided that his son
should study in Buenos
Aires to be able to help
his people, the Mapuches.

His mother, Rosario,
a young woman from
Chile, used to say:
“Ceferino, since he
was very small, used to
think as a grown man
already”. Thanks to the
help of MgrCagliero,
the boy was accepted
in the Pio IX Salesian
College in Buenos Aires.
He received there his
First Communion on
September 8, 1898. Since
then, he became an angel
of love to Jesus and to
Mary.
Studying the Catechism,
he dreamt to be a
missionary of his people
that was living in the
mountains.
Health issues caused him
to move from Buenos

Aires to Viedma where
he continued his studies
with much dedication
getting the admiration of
many for his virtues.
In 1904 he was brought
to Turin and Rome by
MgrCagliero, Bishop of
the Patagonia and later
Cardinal.
In Italian schools,
Zeferino was surprising
for companions
and teachers for his
admirable behavior, his
deep piety and his life
as a model of virtues.
Especially in his long
sickness was proven his
holiness. Witnesses in
the “Fatebenefratelli”
Hospital said that
Ceferino never
lamented, asked nothing

and was helpful to
others, giving courage
and consolation.
Zeferino returned to
the House of the Father
during the morning of
May 11th, 1905, when
he was only 18 years and
9 months old. His salm
was buried in Rome,
but in 1924 was brought
back to Argentina and
placed in a small chapel
in Fortín Mercedes,
but after moved to the
Sanctuary of Mary Help
of Christians in that city.
ZeferinoNamuncura was
declared venerable by
Pope John Paul on July
22nd, 1972 and beatified
on November 11th, 2007
by Pope Benedict.
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The texts “Salesian Santity” publiched in UCDB
Newspaper since 268th
edition, (In October,2012),
were originally published
in the book “Santos da
Família Salesiana” written
by Enrico Dal Covolo and
Giorgio Mocci

